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SUEPO Demonstration on 20 January 2016
Dear Madam, Chair of SUEPO
I wish to thank you for the presentation of your petition on 20.01.2016. Due to the closed
meeting lasting several days of the CSU fraction of the Provincial Parliament in Wildbad
Kreuth, I regret that it was not possible for me to receive your petition personally. I have
nevertheless read this with care, and I have been fully informed of the course of the
demonstration and of your demands.
The Munich patent centre enjoys an outstandingly fine reputation in Germany and Europe,
and the employees of the EPO have played a major part in achieving this. Nevertheless, I
must ask for your understanding that the Bavarian Government is unable to become
involved in the business operations of supra-national organizations. I have, however, been
informed by the State Ministry of Justice that my colleague, Minister of State Prof. Dr.
Winfried Bausback, MdL, has raised the issue of your concerns in a discussion with the
Federal Minister of Justice. The problems within the EPO are known to the Federal Ministry
of Justice and Consumer Protection, and active efforts are in hand there towards improving
the situation and reviving the social dialogue.
I have forwarded a photocopy of your petition and of this letter to my colleague, Minister of
State Prof. Dr. Winfried Bausback, MdL, such that your arguments will also be taken into
account there.
With my best regards
Signed
Dr. Marcel Huber, MdL
Minister of State

